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potential to be misused. This is
particularly true with computers
because they so closely resemble
man in their ability to 'think.'
However, if we view computer
systems as information and com-
munication tools and if we attempt
(0 put their use into proper per-
spective within the society in
which we live, we can begin to see
their potential for service as well.
"To whatever degree a machine
can do a job better than a person,"
says Alberda, "and to the degree
that the job detracts from
humanity, the machine should do
the work. People should develop
their abilities to do the next level of
puter science major emphasizes
the theory of computer design,
computer languages, and in
general the way computers work.
The management information
system major concentrates on the
application of computers in infor-
mation systems. These emphases
include the design of database
systems, the uses of data in
business and industry, and the
methods of using information
decision-making. The engineering
science major with a computer
emphasis stresses the physical
structure of the computer. Courses
in electronics and circuit theory
provide the technical basis for this
work."
The machine can never go
beyond the way a person programs
it. Students must therefore rightly
understand these tools to further
develop their interests and
capabilities. This emphasis on
teaching students the context in
which computers are useful is
basic to Dordt's developing com-
puter science program. The idea
that information systems facilitate
communication and 'deCIsiOn·
making is crucial to a healthy ac-
ceptance of computers into our
lives.
With those assumptions built in,
Dordt now offers four different
programs in computer science and
information systems. The corn-
o
program, but the student designs
and builds a microprocessor as
part of the practical side of the
course work. The data processing
program is a two-year Associate of
Arts program concentrating on the
application of computers in infor-
mation and business management
systems. It includes courses in
word processing and database
design.
Computers and the computer
science program have affected
manymore than computer science
majors at, Dordt. The introduction
of a computer literacy requirement
as part of the general program for
all students plus the general
eagerness to take advantage of
this new tool has greatly increased
DORDTCOLLEGE _
the number of computer terminals
necessary on campus. Presently
thereare about 70 campus stations,
including terminals in the ad-
ministrative offices. A substaQ.t!al
number of these computers were
purchased through a government
Title III grant which the college is
receiving over a period of three
years. This fall a shipment of 25
Apple lie microcomputers arrived
on campus. By next year, after the
final portion of the grant is
received, Dordt expects to have at
least 100 stations available for
student, faculty, and ad-
ministrative use. Alberda says that
the goal of the college is to have
one computer terminal for every
ten students.
As the college nears that goal,
use is increasing. Students daily
teach one another to use word
processing programs. In some
The transition to computers has
been fairly recent. Although com-
puter sounds and terminology are
now taken for granted by most
students and faculty, it was only
last year that the main topic of
conversation almost anywhere on
campus seemed to be computers.
Word processing, the most popular
application, gave professors and
students alike the opportunity to
revel in stories of narrow escapes
at the keyboard. Students and
faculty were often busy at terminals
until doors were locked at 11:00
p.m. and sometimes worked
beyond into the wee hours of the
morning.
Dordt College is not alone in its
move toward computers. Com-
puters are the- tool of the day in
business, industry, and education,
even though they are a relatively
new part of our world. Christians at
Dordt and in other places are thusli~~~~~~~~~f_-J~~~~faced with the need to explore and~
understand the role that com-
puters can play in the lives of
future generations; colleges must
educate students to see these
systems as tools that can be used
to serveGodand others.
Dr. Willis Alberda, professor of
mathematics and coordinator of
Dordt's computer services,
strongly believes that we must
view computers as tools-as
manipulators of information. Many
people today spend a great deal of
time generating and processing In-
formation. This is a task that com-
puters can accomplish very ef-
ficiently. They should be seen as
information systems that help us
analyze,organize, and transmit the
expanding amounts of information
necessary to operate
organizations, industries, govern-
ments, businesses, and colleges in
today's world.
Everything man c:reateshas the
Computers seem to be
everywhere on Dordt's campus
these days. Whether you're in the
Engineering Buildinq, the Class-
room Building, the faculty com-
plex, or the media center, you're
likely to hear a dull pecking
at. a computer keyboard, an elec-
tronic warning bleep, the whirr of a
disc drive,or the rat-a-tatof a printer
pounding out a paper for an expec-
tant user. Computers have begun
to seem like part of the woodwork.
courses they are required to work
assignments stored in computer
programs for their subject area.
Out of nearly 75 faculty members,
almost 70 now use the computer
either for word processmu VI as an
aid in teaching or research. Ad-
ministrators and secretaries are in
the process of switching over from
typewriters to word processors;
within two years all administrative
offices will have their own ter-
minals.
At Dordt, computers are fast
becoming part of a way of life.
However, basic issues continue to
need to be addressed. Questions
such as "How do we know?",
"What is it to be intelligent?",
"Can a machine be intelligent?",
and "How can we further incor-
porate answers to these questions
into 'our curriculum?" must and
wi II be met head-on at Dordt. The
college is committed to con-
sciously taking a lead in using this









Many departments use computers
extensively in their courses. Following
are a few examples:
Engineering
Computers playa large role in most of
the engineering courses. They are used
to do graphic and computational tasks
for design projects, to solve long
iterative problems, to run system
simulations (such as an extensive solar
energy program), and to make more
efficient the mundane bookkeeping and
clerical tasks of the department. In the
senior seminar course, "Technology
and Society," the computer is sub-
jected to Christian philosophical
analysis in which students attempt to
deal with questions regarding the role




Psychology students use computers
for lab simulation assignments, for
data analysis, and for word processing.
A lab simulation might involve feeding
the conditions of a well-known
experiment into the computer. The
computer then responds by telling the
student what the expected results
would be under those conditions.
Different conditions can be tested
without actually conducting the
experiment, thus saving time, money,
and lab space. Other exercises involve
students' responding to various stimuli
to test perception or responding to
certain questions to test memory or the
formation of concepts. In these
exercises group data can be analyzed
to determine the pattern of response.
Education
Two education courses that focus on
reading use the computer to illustrate
different readability formulas. To
determine the readability level of
student texts for elementary and
secondary schools, students are asked
to examine texts by means of one well-
known method. After determining the
level they use a computer program that
compares six different formulas only to
find a wide variation in the results. In
this way they learn not to rely too
heavily on a single analysis.
Business
The business department uses several
detailed simulation programs to help
students apply principles they are
learning. Computer programs like this
are used in several courses; for
example, in the principles of manage-
ment course students form teams and
manage a simulated business
operation. They must make decisions
about product price, production and in-
ventory levels, advertising expenditures,
research expenditures, number of
salesmen, pay, cash .budgeting, and
stock to be issued. The computer
simulates an interactive economy in
which the decision of each team affects
all of the other teams. As the semester
progresses some teams gain market
share while others gradually drift
toward bankruptcy.
Chemistry
For ~everal years people in the
Chemistry department have been doing
research on computer simulations of
I chemical reactions. The information
is fed into the computer after which
they can observe the progress of the
reaction from when it is first mixed to
its later stages.
Dordt College now offers a
major in computer science. In
addition, we have adopted a
computer literacy requirement
for all students, which can be
met either by taking a computer
course or by passing a computer
literacy test.
Some may wonder why Dordt







usual in a "liberal
arts" context, but also because
it is an expensive program
requiring increased staff and the
purchase of costly equipment. Is
the addition of such a program
justified at a time when staff and
budget size need to be closely
watched?
A significant section in
Dordt's purpose statement,
"The Educational Task of Dordt
College" answers this question.
In principle no legitimate
profession,. occupation,
vocation, or station in life can
be precluded from Dordt's
educational concern. Where-
ever insight is required, there
Dordt College is called to
supply it. ... In this way
Dordt College, by remaining
aware of the demands.of the




educational task of providing
leadership that is not only
uniquely Christian, but also
dynamic and relevant.
It is not difficult to demon-
strate that "the demands of the
times" require insight into the
areaof computer science. In his
well-known book, Megatrends.
John Naisbitt points out that,
beginning in 1956, America
began to shift from an industrial
to an information-based society.
Dr. J.B. Hulst
For the first time, most of us
worked with information rather
than with the production of




hastened the shift. Computer
technology became to the
information age what
Pao-Fang Chang and Marvin Huisman,
Dordt's computer science specialists,
teach a variety of computer courses





Faculty secretaries in the media center
depend on their computer for nearly all











mechanization was to the in-
dustrial revolution. Therefore,
Naisbitt concludes,
In the new information
society, being without com-
puter skills is like wandering
around a collection the size of
the Library of Congress with
all the books arranged at·
random with no Dewey
Decimal system, no card
catalogue-and of course no
friendly librarian to serve your
information needs (p, 33).
We need not accept every
aspect of Naisbitt's description
of this important "megatrend."
It should be obvious, however,
that preparing young people as
Kingdom citizens for service in
today's world requires computer
literacy and, for many, special
training in computer science.
Many fear computer
technology. They warn about its
manipulative and dehumanizing
effects. They also predict that
the development of computers
will result in "automation-
related" job losses. There is a
measure of legitimacy to these
warnings. Rather than militating
against a computer science
major, however, these point out
the urgency for a Christian
college, such as Dordt, to deal
with computers according to
Biblical principles and find their
proper place and function in










































Student hosts, Ken Mlnderhoud, Luanne Kuhl, and Joy Rietema
confer with Admissions Counselor, Pete Hamstra.
Student hosts welcome
high school visitors
In the last few years the number
of high school students who have
come to scout Dordt's campus has
increased. When a large number of
students happen to arrive at once,
admissions personnel sometimes
have a difficult time giving them
much personal attention. last
year, the admissions counselors
and student services personnel
decided to see whether Dordt
students would be interested in
volunteering to host the visitors.
The response was over-
whelming! Twice as many students
signed up as were needed or ex-
pected. Twenty-five girls and 20
guys were selected and invited to
attend an orientation meeting to
learn the fine art of hosting.
Because of the high demand for
their services, the number was in-
creased this year; 32 girls and 36
guys now participate in the
program.
Now, when Admissions Coun-
selors Mike Epema and Pete
Hamstra hear of a student coming
to visit for the weekend, they con-
tact one of the volunteers to see if
he or she is free to host that
weekend. As hosts, the Dordt
students take their visitors to
meals and to classes, make sure
there is something for them to do
in the evenings, and try to answer
questions and be as helpful as they
can. So far the program has worked
very well. From all reports, both
visitors and hosts are finding the
effort enjoyable and beneficial.
Joy Rietema, a sophomore from
Kanawha, . Iowa, is one of this
year's hosts. "I enjoy getting to
know other people, trying to make
them feel like they fit in, and
showing them a purpose for
coming to Dordt," Joy said. She
tries to find out what their interests
are so that she can show them how
Dordt could fill their needs. Giving
a tour of the campus, involving her
visitors in everydayactivities in the
dorm, classes, or the SUB, and in-
troducing them to others on cam-
pus who may havesimilar interests
are some of the ways Joy tries to
make her visitors feel comfortable
and relaxed during their stay.
last semester Joy hosted ten
students. So far this semester she
has had four. But the hosting




As president of the college, Dr. J.B. Hulst gives leadership to the
college community and its various constituencies. An important aspect
of that leadership requires that he maintain close personal contact with
alumni and friends of the college to share the institution's vision for
Christian higher education and to get a better understanding of the
needs of those constituencies.
Each year the
Development Office
and the Alumni Office
plan several meetings
and programs which
allow Dr. Hulst to
meet these alumni
and friends. During






and supporters of the
college. Dinners have
been held in Oost-
burg, Wisconsin; lan-
sing, Illinois; Manhat- Dr.Hulst meetsalumni InVolga,SO.
tan, Montana;
Vergennes, Vermont; and In May, Grand Rapids, Michigan. Alumni
meetings havealso led Dr. Hulst to a number of supportinq communities.
Since September he has visited Pella, Iowa; Phoenix, Arizona; St.
Catharlnes, Ontario; Denver, Colorado; Ripon and Visalia, California;
Seattle, lynden, and Sunnyside, Washington; Salem, Oregon; and
Calgary and lethbridge, Alberta.
Jack Visscher Memorial Scholarship
makes another
freshman scholarship available
Two new scholarships, the Jack
Visscher Memorial i Scholarships,
were recently received by the
college. The family of the late Jack
Visscher, a former professor of
economics at Dordt College,
graciously donated funds for
awards to a freshman with leader-
ship abilities and to a promising
business or economics student.
The scholarships of $500 each
will be awarded on the basis of a
written summary of the student's
goals, record of academic
qualifications, leadership capa-
bilities, and financial needs.
Awarding of the scholarships
will begin in the next academic
year.
In addition to this new scholar-
ship, Dordt College has several
other freshman Scholarships
available: The Freshman Academic
Scholarship, The Dordt College
Alumni Scholarship Fund of West
Michigan, The Foreign Missionary
Scholarship, The John B. Hulst
Teacher Education Scholarship,
and the Tuition Scholarship.
For information about any of the
above,write to:
Director of Financial Aid
Dordt College































Student employment reaches new high
Jobs are easy to categorize, but
each job is as distinctive as the
person filling it. A seamstress in
the theatre arts department, a
computer monitor, an academic
skills center tutor, an assistant in
the Dutch archives, a switchboard
operator, or a swimming instructor
-each one's personality helps to
redefine the job. We'd like to show
. you some of the people who help
keep the college operating while
they are also busy studying.
This is Anita Gietema's second year of working in the media center.
A sophomore elementary education major from Salem, Oregon, she
spends 1 Y:z hours per day xeroxlng and collating materials for
professors' classroom use.
Mark Van Beek, a senior Ag Business major from Denver, Colorado, is this year's student
manager at Oordt's farm. He organizes student workers, supervises in the manager's
absence, and gives medication and vaccinations.
Eight hundred sixty students
are working on Q.ordt's cam-
pus this year at jobs ranging from
feeding the cows at the Agri-
cultural Stewardship Center to
correcting papers for a mathematics
professor to peeling potatoes in
the Commons. Work is assigned
under the college's financial aid
program.
Donna De Vries, coordinator of
Dordt's student employment
program, says that the jobs
available fall into a few basic
categories: lab and teaching
assistants, secretarial assistants
and departmental aides, and main-
tenance and housekeeping
assistants. Nearly 80 students
serve as teaching assistants, almost
150 work as secretarial assistants
or departmental aides, and about
120 help with maintenance and
housekeeping. Others work in
smaller numbers in over 30 dif-
ferent campus jobs.
To receive a job with the college,
a student must first be approved
for financial aid. If he or she decides
to accept,an application must be
filled out immediately after
registration. Although students
generally don't choose which jobs
they get, the financial aid office
tries hard to match work with
students' abilities, interests, and
experience. Students must answer
questions such as these: do you
type? do you have your own trans-
portation? do you have experience
in farming, construction work,
painting, office work, or sewing?
what other experiences have you
had? Probably the most important
question, says De Vries, is the one
which asks students to list their
major and minor area. This allows
the financial aid office, in
cooperation with faculty members,
to match departmental assistants
with professors in their area of ex-
pertise and interest.
Scheduling can also be a factor
in assigning positions. Although
most jobs allow for fairly flexible
hours, some work must be done at
specific times, thus eliminating
those with class conflicts.
Funds for the student em-
ployment program come from two
sources: the government, through
its work-study program, and the
college, through its student em-
ployment program. The federal
government approves funding for
college work-study programs
based on the number of students
enrolled. It then contributes 80%
of the expenses incurred. Dordt
College, by hiring students rather
than community people to do many
of the jobs necessary for operating
an institution, is able to provide
students with a large number and a
variety of jobs to help them sup-
port themselves in college.
Most students work between
five and ten hours per week. In
many cases they are directly
responsible to a faculty member or
staff person. In housekeeping and
maintenance, however, students
supervisors have been introduced
this year. This helps create more
student jobs and seems to be





































Brenda Bleyenberg, a sophomore special education major from Edgerton, Minnesota,
rises early to serve bacon and eggs to several hundred, bleary-eyed fellow students.
The Classroom Building was built In 1971; part of the drive funds will go toward its loan repayment.
S 0 fin rive
Dordt College will be seeking
$110,000to meet interest and 'prin-
cipal payment obligations on loans
for its academic buildings when
the 29th annual Spring Debt
Reduction Drive gets underway on
Sunday, March 25.
Eachyear participating churches
are requested to either place gift
envelopes in the collection plates
on drive Sunday, or mail their gift
directly to the college. Many
churches in both the United States
and Canada are also designating a
special offering for the drive.
According to Verlyn De Wit,
Development Office Hepresen-
tative, loans on certain buildings,
such as the Commons, dor-
mitories, and the Student Union
Building, are repaid through
student fees and room and board
charges.
"If Dordt College is to continue
offering affordable Christian
education," said De Wit, "we sim-
ply cannot include debt costs for
academic buildings in our students'
tuition fees."
Dordt's academic buildinqs, ln-
cluding the Classroom Building,
Library, Physical Education
Building, and Science Building,
were built at a cost of $7.2 million.
The remaining debt obligation on
these structures is $730,000, said
De Wit, and the purpose of the
Spring Debt Reduction Drive is to
help pay for this debt. Last year's
drive raised $107,000.
The drive is conducted through
the distribution of letters and gift
envelopes from President John B.
Hulst to all constituents. The let-
ters outline the need and explain
the procedure and purpose of the
drive. The gift envelopes can be
placed in the offering plates on
Sunday, March 25, or sent directly
to the college.
"If everyone gives this need their
prayerful consideration," said De
Wit, "we're certain to meet our
goal."
Send $6. 95 ($8.35 Canada) for each record plus
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In the past few months several individuals have demonstrated their
confidence in Dordt by including the college in their estate plans. Three
couples from Northwest Iowa have established new or increased
existing will bequests for the college which will be used eventually for
student financial aid. Three constituents from the Pacific Northwest and
two from California havealso included Dordt College in their wills.
In addition, Dordt College has been named in two tax-ptannlnq trusts
which individuals have established to provide income for their grand·
children for 10years, after which the principle remaining in the trust will
go to the college.
If you have any questions concerning planned gift opportunities at
Dordt College write to:
Director of Financial Planning
Dordt College
Sioux Center, IA 51250
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Studying off campus ·
an exciting way to learn inanother environment
Oordt presently sponsors six off-campus study programs offering students from between
several weeks of the summer to a whole semester in organized study in the U.S., Mexico, or
Europe. These programs are designed to complement courses offered on Dordt's campus.
Yet they provide unique cultural 'and vocational experiences which force students to reflect
and act on their Christian commitment.
Students enrolled in any of the six programs are registered-as Oordt students and given
credit for each of the courses they take. Requirements vary slightly, but generally participants
must be reasonably good students and have a certain amount of personal independence
and maturity to quality.
The cost tor a semester ott-campus is nearly the same as tor a semester spent on cern-
pus.- Students pay regular tuition tees to the college, although individual programs may
require minimal additional tees. In all cases, travel expenses are the students' responsibility.
However, as registered Oordt students, all participants are eligible tor the same scholar-
ships or grants that would be available if they were studying on campus. In some cases ad-
ditional scholarships are available tor specific programs. Students whose parents are
members of the Christian Reformed Church and who thus contribute regularly to the sup-
port of Oordt College are granted an institutional grant-in-aid determined by the distance of
their home from Oord!. A new scholarship, the Foreign Candy Company Study Abroad
SBfi6farship, te awarded annually to provide a junior student with additional help to meet
tne.cost of studying abroad.
Students presently studying In Holland enjoy their first architecture fieldtrip.
In the background Is Centraal Station.
~, Dordt College inthe Netherlands
I.", ,
Studying in the Netherlands for a semester is an exciting way to learn
about another culture and fulfill a college language requirement at the
same time.
Each spring semester Dordt offers an opportunity for students from
Dordt and other colleges to spend four months studying in Amsterdam.
To be eligible, participants need the equivalent of one semester of
college Dutch. Courses are offered in Dutch art and architecture, inter-
national marketing. Dutch language, Dutch culture, and History of the
Low Countries. With the exception of the Dutch language, all courses are
taught in English.
Upon arrival in Amsterdam, students spend their first three weeks in
the home of a Dutch host becoming familiar with the city and Dutch life.
In the fourth week they move to college approved apartments or private
rooms located within walking distance of the classrooms at the Free
University.
Living and learning in another culture includes making numerous
historic museum. castle, and cathedral visits that become part of the
course work. Field trips to The Hague. Hilversum, t.elystad, the
Rijksmuseum, and the Delta Works are but a few of the possibilities for
broadening an awareness of the Dutch culture and heritage.
I wanted to see and experience Europe and also get a sense of my
roots. The Netherlands study program seemed an excellent oppor-
tunity for me to see where my grandparents grew up, to experience
another culture, and to study for only slightly more than a regular
semester at Dordt would have cost.
I thoroughly enjoyed my time there. Walking through Amsterdam
at night, soaking in the busyness of daily life in a different culture
seemed a bit bizarre at first, but really made me sense dlfferences.
between European and American culture. People I met thought and
expressed themselves differently. And yet somehow we were all the
same; differences in culture did not stand in the way of the fact that
we are all children of God.
One other thing that impressed me was a new feel for history. To
us 200years seems old, to them it is young. An appreciation of their
history comes through in their culture. I found that intriguing.
Pete Noteboom
Dordt College inGermany
Like the Netherlands study abroad program. Dordt College in Germany
allows students to spend their spring semester living and studying in
another culture. For the first week students join a general orientation
session for participants in the Netherlands program in Amsterdam. From
there they go to Marburg, Germany, and enroll at the Lessing Kolleg for
three months. Classes are all taught in the German language but are of-
fered at either elementary, intermediate, or advanced levels. Students
take four or five courses in German language and 'culture.
Marburg is an interesting old German city boasting a real castle, the
famous Marburg Elizabeth Church, and other interesting historic ar-
chitecture. While there, students sleep and eat breakfast with a German
family. Other meals are available at the Kolleg and can be shared with
students from all over the world who have also come to spend a
semester in Germany.*Dordt College inMexico
Each summer a group of high school students, college students, and
teachers head south to the State University of Durango in Durango.
Mexico, to participate in a summer study program offered through the
University's Romance Language Institute.
Dordt College in Mexico is a program for anyone interested in things
Mexican and offers a lively variety of activities for the three week stay.
Courses are offered at all levels of difficulty, ranging from beginning
Spanish courses to Masters level courses with offerings in language,
culture, and literature. Students attend classes Monday through Friday
from 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM. After a big meal and the traditional siesta,
students are free to tour the city with their university guide. study for
their morning courses. or take optional courses in Mexican song, dance.
cooking, or guitar. The university plans special excursions each Saturday
and leavesSundays free for the students to spend as they wish.
Each program participant lives with a Mexican family and eats all of his
or her meals with that famiiy. Homes are carefully chosen so that.
although caution is still necessary. the legendary danger of eating and
drinking while in Mexico is not the problem it otherwise could be. Dr.
Dallas Apol, professor of Spanish and German at Dordt and sponsor of
the yearly program. reports very little problem with serious illness in the
five years of Dordt's participation in the program.
Probably the most valuable aspect of the Durango program is the op-
portunity it gives students to immerse themselves in the Mexican way of
livinq and thinking. Students return home with a greater awareness and
acceptance of another lifestyle and a greater enthusiasm for learning
another language.
Although .Mexico is very close to the States, its culture is com-
pletely different. I went there to learn Spanish from the people (and
to fulfill my language requirement) and to experience another
culture. Being immersed in the culture for three weeks allowed me
to slow my pace and view my life in a more relaxed manner. I en-
joyed being alone with my guide and getting to know her. visiting art
events and museums, and learning something about authentic
Mexican cooking.
Despite these good experiences, the poverty that we confronted
daily was very difficult for me to accept. It left an impression that
will not soon be forgotten.
Becky Stair








.~ American Studies Program
The American Studies Program accommodates students with any
academic major. Its underlying goal is to help students integrate their
faith, living, and tearning, particularly as they relate to politics.
The program is sponsored by the Christian College Coalition, an
organization committed to Christ as the basis of all we do and learn. The
coalition comprises nearly 70 four-year, liberal arts member colleges, in-
cluding Dordt, that come from more than 25 different denominations.
The American Studies Program enables students to spend a semester
in Washington, D.C., attending academic classes, serving as interns in a
variety of agencies, and living and sharing their experiences with other
Christian students from across the United States. Internships are
designed to complement students' academic majors or special areas of
interest. Hence, students g·re· placed in offices of legislators or
legislative committees; in federal government agencies; in public in-
terest and research groups; in journalism and communications; and in
many other human relations, law, education, business, or art related in-
stitutions. Interns spend each weekday morning working with a coor-
dinating supervisor in one of these institutions and spend afternoons
studying public policies in the light of Christian principles. Seminars
focus on issues dealing with the Presidency, domestic politics, the
economy, and international affairs. These seminars are led by the three
faculty members, Dr. John Bernbaum, Dr. Jerry Herbert, and Mr. Richard
Gathro.


























The Chicago Metropolitan Center is an internship program drawing on
many of the resources of the large urban center of Chicago. Its goal is to
help qualified undergraduate students put their classroom theory to
work in professional work experiences.
Internships in professional situations can be an exciting and
challenging way to develop leadership capabilities and confirm
vocational directions. But more than that, through seminars on values,
fine arts, and urban issues, the program 'helps students develop an in-
tegrated Christian way of working and living. Through its varied, well-
rounded program, Chicago Metro helps students develop a greater un-
derstanding of the dynamics of a city, a Christian sense of community,
and an educational model that they will be able to use for lifetime learning.
Students enrolled in the program work an average of 32-40 hours per
week for one semester. The comprehensive list of possible internships
includes almost any major area of study. In the past, students have
worked in design and graphics firms, accounting firms, correctional
facilities, social service departments of large hospitals, community
organizations, the Shedd Aquarium, service and advocacy organizations,
hotels, marketing firms, banks, and many more specialized institutions.
The Chicago Metro Program is administered by Trinity Christian
College under the directorship of Dr. Donna J. Spaan. Seminars are led
by Spaan and other Christian professionals affiliated with the Center.
The Chicago Metro Program challenges students to reflect on their in-
terests and abilities, to commit themselves to a work situation and to
apply their Christian commitment to daily experiences. Regular group
discussions with instructors and other students nurture an awareness of
individual and communal Christian responsibility and growth.
I enjoyed everything about my semester in Chicago. Although my
original reasons for joining the Chicago Metro Program were to gain
practical job experience and sort out career choices for myself, I
found that I learned so much about living. I came to love the energy
of the city and all that it offers; my exposure to and awareness of the
arts is something that will always remain important for me. I also
learned a lot about myself and others around me through my intern-
ship. Meeting people through seminars and outings, I came to value
the relationships that develop when a community' of Christian




a serious Christian commitment, a strong academic record, and strong
individual initiative. For many of the students participating, this
semester will have life-long value.
The American Studies Program gave me the opportunity to live in
an urban environment and experience the many social, political,
religious, and economic dimensions of living in this country. I was
able to see a variety of perspectives, some Christian and some not,
from which people live their lives and act politically. The program
also gave me a more experiential and realistic look at government.
Spending a semester working as a political intern in Washington,
D.C. pointed out the depth and importance of the challenge
Christians face in working to proclaim Christ's Lordship in politics.
Through my work and contact with others, I found that Christians
are very divided about what it means to be a Christian politician or
to be politically active as a Christian. However, this challenge made
me eager to 'study and work to be politically active and responsive
as a citizen. I found that interacting with other students enrolled in
the American Studies Program was a source of encouragement and
growth in my struggle to be a Christian citizen. ",
Jay Horstman
~~. AuSable Trails Institute
~f of Environmental Studies
Field ecology, field biology, land resources, water resources, and en-
vironmental studies are some of the issues addressed at AuSable In-
stitute in fts summer program in environmental studies. AuSable Trails is
an institution designed to support and serve evangelical Christian
colleges by providing an opportunity for students to apply what they
have learned in the classroom to daily work in the forests, wetlands,
lakes, and wild rivers of AuSable's northern Michigan facilities.
The Institute's, setting near Kalkaska and Mancelona in the northern
Lower Peninsula of Michigan is rich in a variety of water, land, and biotic
resources. They include Michigan's only designated wild river, 900 lakes
and ponds, diverse forest ecosystems, three Great Lakes, sand dune
communities, diverse climatic and topographic features, and abundant
flora and fauna. There are also many agencies and institutions nearby
with whom students and faculty can share knowledge and expertise.
Students enrolled at AuSable take one or two six-week courses taught
by Institute faculty who are drawn from several colleges and universities.
All courses meet periodically in integrative sessions which focus on
Christian stewardship of natural resources.
The AuSable Institute provides many facilities which make the sum-
mer sessions enjoyable. Modern classrooms and laboratories, a lodge,
library, auditorium, and dormitories IQok out on the rich forest greenery.
A gymnasium, hiking trails, swimming, canoeing, sailing, tennis, and
volleyball are other attractions providing opportunities for fellowship
and enjoyment. Mid-week devotional sessions on Christian stewardship
and Sunday evening worship services round out a full program for
Christian students eager to learn more about the biological and
ecological dimensions of God's creation.
This earth-sheltered building houses many of AuSable's labs, classrooms, and offices.
Probably the most important thing that I learned during my stay at
AuSable was that God is just as concerned about His nonhuman
creation as He is about us humans. In fact, its well·being is essen-
tial to our well-being. We really grappled with what it means to be a
steward of creation; our time spent there helped us learn very
concretely what it is to be stewardly and why that is so important.
Working with Christians from all over the country was a very
rewarding experience for me. Worship services and our weekly "in-
tegration" days gave us all a chance to experience working together
for the coming of Christ's Kingdom.
Pam Veltkamp
Movies tease our fundamenta. lecture, the film Time Bandits was
religious beliefs, said the written shown. Time Bandits is a madcap
invitations, even when we-do not comedy by the Monte Python
voluntarily open ourselves to their company in which a bandof dwarfs,
influence. But the more we notice abusing a map given to them by
about movies, the better we may their "Supreme Being," drops in on
beequipped to judge the rangeand some key events in history in order
truth of the vision implied in each. to make off with material plunder.
On that note, the Dordt Studies Their quest through history takes
'Institute sponsored a campus-wide them to the Fortress of Eternal
seminar called "Through the Film Darkness, where a laughably .nun-
Darkly: Weighing the Religious dane "Supreme Being" overcomes
Vision in Popular Movies." Randall the laughably spooky evil one. The
Vander Mey,assistant professor of whole movie criticizes the material-
English, part-time fellow of the In- ism and greedof modern culture. A
slitute, andorganizerof the seminar, groupdiscussion followed the film.
opened the three days of sessions On day two, Pieter Pereboom,a
with an introductory lecture. graduate of Calvin College and
"Through the Film Darkly," presently a part-time instructor in
alludes to Paul's statement of faith film at the University of Iowawhere
in I Cor. 13:12-"Now we see he is working toward his doctorate,
through a glass darkly; but then we lecturedon the topic, "Representing
shall see face to face. Now I know God in Film: Cinematic Structures
in part; then I shall know fully, even 'Of Religious Experience."
as I am fully known." "This is one Pereboom, through this lecture







one aspect of our
general mortal in-
ability to discern
God's handat work in all His handi-
work-even though the very
heavens declare His glory, if our
eyes and ears are open to the
message." Through Christian faith,
which is the "certainty of things to
come," however, we can bring our
vision to bear on our consumption
of films.
In order to weigh the religious
vision of a movie, said VanderMey,
citing the written mandate of the
Dordt College Film Committee,
people must first be educated in
fundamentals of film art. The Film
Committee, which chooses and
presents 20 films annually in its
weekend series at Dordt, has tried
to begin this educating process by
"increasing exposure to
significant films" and by providing
a viewing context that promotes
better dlaloque about the films. Yet
despite post-film discussions, it is
not possible to accomplish this in
a week-end film series. The recent
three-day seminar allowed time to
explore more deeply what is
required of us as Christians
responding to movies.
The sernlnar was comprised of
,five sessions focusing on two films,
Time Bandits and Wise Blood,
which Vander Mey choose for the
sake of contrast. On Monday, Feb.
20, following Vander Mey's short
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Pereboom discusses film as art.
Through the Film Darkly:
Weighing the ReligioLisVision in Popular Movies
discussions, added freshness and
enthusiasm to the seminar. He
came with a strong philosophical
and historical background for the
study of film, experience with
various techniques in criticism, an
alertness to currents in modern
culture, and a contagious interest
in film as acultural force.
In his lecture, Pereboom began
with a discussion of art: what is art
and what should a Christian's
stance toward it be?After rejecting
the popular notion that art is
autonomous, having no necessary
relationship to anything outside of
itself, he went on to explain an
alternative view, built on the struc-
turalist theories of Roman Jakob-
sen, showing that art has much to
do with what is around it. Art can-
not stand on its own and must be
seen in its relationship to four areas
of contact: the source,acreatorwith
values and a vision which he im-
beds in the work; the effect uponthe
audience, which will differ among
different geographical, ethnic, and
idealogical communities; the code,
which is the language it speaks
using a vocabularly of sight,
sound, editing, properties, etc; and
the referent, or images that the
viewer sees combined 'with what
he knows independently about the
subject. Movies, said Pereboom,
Vandermeulen, Vander Mey. and Pereboom lead the after film discussion of Wise Blood.
havewide cultural resonances.
Tuesday evening seminar par-
ticipants saw the film Wise Blood,
a movie based on the first novel by
the Catholic writer, Flannery
O'Connor. Carl Vandermeulen, an
instructor in journalism at North-
western College with a bent for
film and FlanneryO'Connor, gave a
lecture titled, "The Pilgrim's
Stumbling Progress: AI't"Introduc-
tion to Flannery O'Connor." Van-
dermeulen showed slides he took
on a recent trip to O'Connor's
home In Milledgeville, GA, and ad-
vised viewers to keep some
emotional distance from the film.
O'Connor, as a devout Catholic, of-
ten uses morbid, depraved charac-
ters so that redemption can appear
to be "from something." In Wise
Vander Mey actively participated in
all aspects of the seminar.
Blood, a young Georgian, Hazel
Motes, grandson of a revivalist
preacher, tries to throw off his
religious training and founds the
"Church of the Truth Without
Christ." His blasphemous
preaching belies the fact that in his
own Christ-haunted way he is
closer to salvation than the street-
corner charletons around him. The
grotesqueness of the characters
and the struggie they go through
led some viewers to appreciate the
film as a profound Christian vision;
other viewers claimed to be much
less confident about the film's
ultimate stance towardChristianity.
On Wednesday afternoon
Pereboom led what Vander Mey
described as the most practically
useful part of the seminar. By for-
mally anaiyzing Wise Blood on
videotape, Pereboom gave par-
ticipants a tool for analyzing and
weighing the value of films.
Because film is a temporal, not
spatial, medium, it cannot be
analyzed like a painting or even a
book. But by segmenting a
horizontal line to show divisions
among scenes, viewers can
achieve an aerial view of patterns
in the whole film. Most people at-
tending found this session the
most enlightening and interesting,-
increasing their respect for film as
an artistic medium and as a com-
plex form of communication.
That evening Wise Blood was
again shown, and armed with in-
creased technical knowledqe
gained from the afternoon work-
shop, the participants went on to
attack some basic issues that
Christian film makers and viewers
must address. Pereboom and
VanderMey summarizedthe issues
which unified, and at times
divided, the seminars. For example,
they emphasized that traditionally
Christian films have been realistic
representationsof life that highlight
a religious selling or idea.However,
the richness of creation would en-
courage us to expand that ideaand
focus on the variety of situations
around us. The Christian film maker
is responsible to project his work
in a way that exhibits a Christian
mind and forces the viewers to
respond in a religious way if they
are to makesense of the movie.
Mindless pleasure, both agreed,
should not be the Christian's
primary objective in going to a
movie. Pure absorption in film for-
feits wise discernment and allows
the viewer to be sucked in by the
values of the film maker, possibly
unawares. On the other hand,
pleasure in a movie may be en-
hanced by one's becoming aware
of the parts, their interworkings,
and their contact with the wider
culture.
Intramurals
a good break and welcome exercise
for desk-bound students
Although conference basketball
is already finished for Dordt's
teams, intramural basketball is in
• full swing. No less than 33 teams
are spending one night per week
this spring, huffing and puffing, or
hamming and jamming.
The physical education depart- .
ment promotes a full intramural
program as a service to students,
believing that it provides a good
social atmosphere where students
can enjoy competition, team work,
and sportsmanship while
displaying Christian principles and
Christian fellowship. The program
gives students a break from their
studies and at the same time helps
them maintain better health
through regular exercise.
The list of intramural activities
besides basketball is long: softball,
soccer, table tennis, football,
flashball, badminton, raquetball,
golf, bowling, tennis, volleyball,
track and field, and the 100 mile
club (for runners). Water polo may
also be introduced this year if
enough interest is shown. Sports
are scheduled consecutively for
three to six weeks to avoid conflicts
in scheduling and keep the
program available to students for
most of the year.
The Dordt College Intramural
Program is set up by and for the
students, says program director,
Dr. Syne Altena. Activities are of-
fered only as long as students
show interest and most of the ad- Go Faculty!
ministering of the program is done
by students. A council currently
made up of Alby Huls, Phil Kruis,
Rex Janssen, Jaci Engbers, Marion
Tilstra, and Carol Wester sets up
the schedules, finds referees,
supervises games, and lists stand-
ings. Students also referee the
games.
The number of students who
participate is surprisingly high,
says Altena. Last year 51% of all
students entered at least one ac-
tivity; many participated in several.
Volleyball, one of the most popular
events, boasted 53 teams this
year. Program rules stipulate that
teams must be composed of
students from the same class, but
from there it is up to the individual
teams to organize themselves.
Dedication and interest varies from
one team to another; some are out
purely for fun, others are deter-
mined to win. Whatever the
situation, intramural nights in the
gym always seem to be filled with
shouts and laughter. The com-
petition seems to get particularly
intense, however, against one team
-the faculty's; but these games
also seern'Io be the most fun.
Surprisingly, for a program that
started out a non-competitive, and
recreational, competition plays a
big role for many teams and in-
dividuals, says Altena. Several
years ago the physical education
department decided to use no
referees. Apparently the program
Give those old men a chance, guys!
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Basketball Season is over. Af-
ter many close wins and loses,




was a flop; interest lagged and
students asked for referees. Altena
feels that people's natural com-
petitiveness adds a spark to sports
that often isn't there in "pure"
recreation.
The intramural program is one of
the cheapest and most widely used
programs in the college, says
Altena. Teams pay only a $5.00 en-
try fee, which helps pay the student
referees and maintains equipment.
It is a worthwhile, inexpensive
enhancement of college life.
Twice a week, from 10·12 PM, Lisa Poel and other
members of the swim club work out at the Sioux Cen-





Tutor Brenda Bootsma helps freshman Larry Tlemersma with an English assignment.
Study help for those who want it
Next to the print shop and
across from the media center
stands a room whose door is
always open. A passer-by glancing
into the room would see intent
students at round tables, absorbed
students at computer terminals,
and the presiding smile of Mrs.
Jean Hellinga. The room is the
Academic Skills Center, and
Hellinga, who also teaches
English, coordinates the activities
there.
The skills center, originally
known as the writing lab, was set
up three years ago to help trash-
men develop study and writing
skills. It is now being broadened to
include other skill areas as well.
Students needing remedial exer-
cise or having difficulty with spe-
cific assignments may drop in or
make an appointment to see a
"tutor."
Last year Hellinga did much of
the tutoring herself. This year she
does less tutoring and more coor-
dinating of other helpers. Four
work-study tutors and several
secondary education English
students now work with Hellinga,
helping students with basic skills
like grammar, composition,
spelling, and reading.
To aid in this work, the skills
center has ten mlcro-computers
which students can use for word
processing or drill practice in dif-
ferent subject areas. Students can
choose from 18 different grammar
drills as well as from various
reading and spelling programs.
This semester Hellinga also has a
program for students who need
help in mathematics.
However, says Hellinga, "the
facilities and tools are only part of
the program." At least as important
is the need to make students who
come for help feel comfortable
about being here.
Hellinga reports that when
students come in frustrated, they
sometimes feel they don't havethe
intelligence to do their work. In
many cases that isn't true; they
simply need practice with the tools
that make studying possible.
Students must feel good about
themselves· to overcome these
hurdles, so Hellinga makes it part
of her job to care personally for
those who come to the skills cen-
ter looking for help.
Judging from the number of
students that come each week,
this caring help is greatly ap-
preciated. Says Hellinga, "I think I
have the best job on campus. It's
really exciting to see students who
have come dejected leave en-




After joining Dordt's faculty at
the beginning of the second
semester, Jasper Lesage is now
busy teaching economics courses
andadjusting to life in SiouxCenter.
Lesage spent most of his life in
St. Catharines,Ontario. He attended
Calvin College, holds a B.A. in
economics from Brock University
in St. Catharines, and earned an
M.A. in economics from the
University of Toronto. In December
-1983 he completed his Ph.D. in
economics at the University of
Toronto. His dissertation, "The
European·Nootkan Maritime Fur
Trade in the' Late 18th Century:
Administered Trade on Vancouver
Island," discussed two basically
different economic systems and
how they interacted, Lesagesaid.
At Dordt, Lesage is teaching two
sections of Principles of
Economics and a course in Labor
Economics. He previously taught
economics courses at Calvin
College from 1978·80,and at Brock
University from 1980·81.
He decided to teach at Dordt
because he was impressed with
Dordt's perspective. "As a member
of the Christian Reformed Church,
I've known about Dordt all my life,"
he said, "but Dordt's Statement of
Purpose reflects a vision I share
and wish to use in my teaching."
Because of his work in
economic theory and history,
Lesage looks forward to the
possibility of teaching courses in
these areas. A course in Com-
parative Economic Systems would
let students see the big picture of
economics, and a course in
Developmental Economics, he
said, would be important for
dealing with basic issues. in
economic development.
Lesage and his wife, Phyllis,
have two children, Michelle and
Margaret, and one on the way.
Student Services look
at goals and policies
Members of Dordt College's Student Services administration and staff
attended a retreat January 8-10at Camp Okoboji on Lake Okoboji, Iowa,
to discuss a number of policies and to formulate a statement of
philosophy for Student Services.
Attending the retreat were Marion Van Soelen, Dean of Students;
Quentin Van Essen, Director of the Counseling Center; John De Jager,
Director of Resident Life; and KarenHelder, Counselor.
According to Van Essen, the group discussed and wrote their state-
ment of philosophy based on Dordt's Statement of Purpose. They com-
pleted three drafts of their statement, discussing what students' needs
are outside of the classroom, and then sent the completed draft to Dr.
John B. Hulst, President of the college. The Student Services staff plans
to rewrite its statement several times before completing a final copy.
The group also discussed student housing, student discipline, and
spiritual awareness on campus. They reviewed how student discipline is
handled in the dormitories now and in what other ways discipline could
be handled. They also noted the possibility of using a student judicial
system, but no final plans were made for changing present policy.
Group participants felt that much is happening on campus in terms of
spiritual awareness.With the Volunteer Program, the spring trip to Cary,
Mississippi, and similar programs, students can get involved, Van Essen
said. Although some campuses group such programs under student
ministries, Dordt does not. They discussed the need to organize ad-
ditional activities for next year.
Overall, the Student Services staff felt the retreat was "helpful and
refreshing." Similar retreats may be planned in the future to discuss the
continually changing needs of students on campus.
Peer counselors help
freshmen feel at home
"I really enjoy college and thought being a peer counselor would be a
good chance to share some of my excitement with others," commented
RoseKroll, a junior peer counselor.
The peer counseling program at Dordt, now three years old, has met
with success, according to Quentin Van Essen,Director of the Counseling
Center. Kroll agrees, saying that generally her counselees appreciate
help getting settled into college life. Kroll, who attended another college
during her freshman year, says she wishes there had been a peer coun-
seling program to help her learn her way around during those first weeks
of college.
The peer counselors are 18 upperclass students who volunteer their
time to acquaint new students with the campus and the services it offers.
Students apply each spring and are screened by the Counseling Center.
"Applicants represent a variety of disciplines, but all share a caring at-
titude toward their fellow students," Van Essen said.
The counselors begin their work early in the fall, arriving on campus a
few days before registration to conduct tours and share information with
visitors and students. Eachcounselor is then assigned an advising group
of 20-25freshmen. Within the first week the group meets to discuss the
layout of the campus and the availability of such services as clubs, sports,
recreational facilities, and Counseling Center offerings, such as per-
sonal counseling, career planning, and interest testing.
The peer counseling program is designed to be a continuing service.
Counselors stay in active contact with their group for the first few weeks.
As the semester goes on, they remain available for questions and con-
versation. The type 01 contact varies from one counselor to the next but
generally the freshman is allowed to set the tone for the relationship as
the year progresses. Krolt"says she sees it as an older brother or sister
relationship. She makes an effort to reach out in a friendly way and to be
available when needed.
Van Essen feels that this program, along with the Academic Skills
Center and a series of study skills sessions, is probably one reason why
fewer freshmen in the past years have been dropping out after the first





Vicki Vanderkwaak (nee Veen-
stra '78), a social work graduate of
Dordt College, will be assisting the
department of sociology. and
social work in its attempt to im-
prove the link between the college
classroom and practice in the field.
This link, though difficult to main-
tain, is very important because it
will allow students and graduates
to keep up with changes in the
field, to share common concerns
and issues, and to participate
together in working at a con-
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sistently Christian response and
witness in social work.
The sociology department and
Vicki have set some specific goals
for improving this link. They hope
to develop a way to communicate
major program and policy changes
between practicing graduates and
Dordt's classrooms, to set up a
means of personal interchange be-
tween students and alumni prac-
titioners, and to begin a newsletter
and catalogue of graduates
currently working in social ser-
vices, thus providing incentive and
contacts for students at Dordt.
If any alumni are active in the
field of social work and wish to
participate in this venture but have
not yet received any correspon-
dence from the department, they
are urged to contact Vicki through
the department of sociology and
social work at Dordt College.
ICPCHEbook recognized
Several favorable reviews have
appeared on the book The
Challenge of Marxist and Neo·
Marxist Ideologies for Christian
Scholarship, edited by Dr. John C.
Vander Stell, professor of
philosophy and theology. The book
is a collection of essays and case
studies written by a worldwide
group of Reformed scholars who
met together on Dordt's campus in
August 1981 for the International
Conference of Institutions for
Christian Higher Education. The
group has now become the Inter-
national Council for the Promotion
of Christian Higher Education.
Vander Stelt Is currently In his
third year as Executive Secretary
for the council.
According to Bradshaw Frey,
"The essays and case studies are
thoroughly researched and
represent a tremendous breadth of
concern within the book's topic.
There is an indepth appreciation of
the subject matter with a strong
Christian critique .... I found each
of the essays and case studies to
be interesting, informative and
probing."
In the article Reflections on the
Chaplaincy, which appeared in the
fall 1983 Military Chaplain's
Review, Chaplain Robert H. Coun-
tess comments: "The book is a
painstaking contribution to our
understanding of what is largely
terra incognita among Chaplains
and the military and congregants
in general. This 'unknown ground,'
.if investigated, will enable us to
realize the tensions between the
antithetical poles in Marxism: be-
tween the INDIVIDUALover against
the COLLECTIVE and how educa-
tion is centered on the one OR the
other, depending upon the com-
munist party's SPIRITat the time."
Social Research students Kim Bylsma,
Leanne Maas, Stan Kuperis, and Bob Helder
compile their information.
De Jong and Social Research class study rural elderly
The Northwest Area Foundation
recently awarded a $28,000grant to
sociology instructor Fred De Jong
for a project to assess the needs of
rural, elderly people. The North-
west Area Foundation is an
organization established through
money from the estate of railroad
magnate James J. Hill and is
dedicated to promoting the
general welfare of the states
through which his railroad passed.
The needs of the rural elderly
have been a focus of De Jong's in-
terest for some time. Last spring,
at the 33rd annual conference of
the National Council on Aging,
held in Detroit, Michigan, he
presented a paper titled, Old and
Rural: When Will the Continuum
Get to Me?, as part of a symposium
on The Rural-Urban Service Con-
tinuum: Local Needs and Values.
The paper was reprinted in the
November 1983 issue of Round·Up
on Rural Aging, the quarterly
publication of the National Center
on Aging in Washington, D.C.
De Jong, who spent several
years working for a grant funding
agency, sees grants such as these
as a tremendous opportunity for
Dordt faculty and students to
direct their research toward
projects that concretely serve
people in the community.
The project he outlined
proposed that there were many
elderly poor who were not being
helped by available social services.
It proposed a senior advocacy
program that would establish con-
tact with those elderly who are
living at home but who have very
few resources or opportunities
open to them. Senior advocates
would be volunteers who could
travel around to serve as a link
between the elderly poor and the
services available. They would give
information, arrange appointments
when necessary, provide transpor-
tation, and help fill out govern-
ment forms. The volunteers would
be reimbursed for their travel ex-
penses.
De Jong, who serves as project
coordinator, contacted the Iowa
Lakes Area Agency on Aging,
which already had the skeleton of
a similar program in operation.
Theyagreedto administer the funds
and the organizational details of
the project. Students in De Jong's
social research class, through a
telephone survey, began
background research to determine
the number of elderly people who
could be served and the extent of
'0 se
~I
their need. Telephoning provides a
reliable source of information for
this area since less than 1% of all
households in Sioux County do not
have phone service and because
people in rural communities are
more trusting and willing to give
information over the phone than
those in urban communities.
Students had to learn how to main-
tain control of the conversation
and how to formulate questions so
that they could get honest answers
about living conditions, food, and
social security insurance.
The results of this study are now
in the final stages of compilation.
Students from the social science
research class have analysed the
information and are beginning to
present it to several local social
service agencies in the hope that it
will be helpful for future planning.
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The professional involvements of Dordt
faculty members outside of the classroom
reveal. Dordt's commitment to provide
educational leadership in the Christian com-
munity. as well as among its own students. By
sharing these activities, we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further resources, ideas,
and encouragement as they work to be of ser-
vice in Christ's Kingdom.
Joanne Alberda, assistant professor of art, is
presently displaying two of her clay pieces,
Relationships II and Relationships IV, with the
Hand, Mind and Spirit show touring the Mid·
west from August 1983to July 1984.
At the Crafts 16showat the Charles M. Mac-
Nider Museum in Mason City, Iowa, Alberda's
two. fiber pieces, White Rhythms and Grey
Cocoon, were displayed from November 20,
1983to January 8, 1984.Her Blue Sonata fiber
piece was presented at the Clay, Fiber and
Paper·as-Medium show at the Octagon Center
for the Arts in Ames, Iowa, from December 4,
1983 to January 29,1984.
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt
College, is sent to you as alumni and
friends of Christian Higher Education.
The Voice is published in October,
December, March and June to share in-
formation about the programs, activities




SandraVander Mey, art director
Lyle A. Gritters,









Dr. Kornellus Boot, associate professor of
linguistics, was recently elected chairman of
the executive committee of the Netherlandic
Language and Literature Discussion Group of
the Modern Language Association (MLA). The
MLA, an umbrella organization for teaching
and professional research in all modern
languages and literatures, recently celebrated
its centennial with a membership of over
100,000.Boot along with the executive commit-
tee's vice-chairman will organize the
discussion group's next session which will be
held at the MLA convention in Washington,
D.C., in December 1984. Boot's work will in-
clude screening some 15-20 papers and
choosing three to be presented at the Decem-
ber session.
Dr.Gloria Goris Stronks of Dordt's education
department presented a paper titled Protraits
of Beaders, for the Plains Regional Reading
Conference in Wichita, Kansas, on November
10, 1983.Stronks also spoke to the Principal's
Club of the Christian Schools International
District 6 on January 21, 1984. Her topic was
From Theory to Instruction: Implications for
Christian Schools.
Stronks, Rick Elgenbrood, and Dr. Mike
Vanden Bosch conducted a writing skills
workshop on February 20 for the faculties of
three Christian high schools in Minnesota. The
workshop, titled Writing Skills: A Concern for
All, was sponsored by the Dordt College
Studies Institute. Participating schools were
Central Christian High of Prinsburg, Southwest
Christian High of Edgerton, and Faith Christian
High of Bigelow. Theworkshop, which was held
at Southwest Christian High, is also available
to other schools upon request.
Agricultural Technology in the Third Worfd.
Besides presenting one of Lotterman's papers,
DeVries also servedas a discussant on a panel
whose topic was Chinese Communes, Rural
Development, and Appropriate Techn010gy.
Three Dordt College professors participated
in Jubilee 1984at the Hilton Hotel in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania,on Februari24-26. Jubilee is an
annual conference at which Christians from
many places come to examine the meaning of
Christ's Lordship and God's Kingdom in areas
of their lives ranging from sports and sociology
to science, communications, business and
biblical studies.
Charles C. Adams' topic, Biblical Foun-
dations for Normative Technology, addressed
the nature of engineering, its place in the
created order, and its role in modern society.
Duane H. Bajema gave a brief overview of
agriculture in Food, Fiber and More-the
Christian Challenge. Bajema examined the dif·
ficulties and concerns that face many people in
agriculture. Rockne McCarthy spoke on
Religion and Politics: Inescapable Reality or
Unholy Alliance. His topic addressed the
relationship between religion and politics, and
between political and nonpolitical morality
from aChristian perspective.
The conference was sponsored by the
Coalition for Christian Outreach.
Dr. Delmar Vander zee'e research, which he
accomplished while on leaveseveral years ago,
has recently been published in Plant
Physiology, a Journal of the American Society
of Plant Physiologists. This research, titled
Development of Photosynthetic Activity
Following Anaerobic Germination in Rice-
mimic Grass (Echinochloa crus-galli var.
oryzico/a), is related to a larger research
project on chloroplast development in this
grass.
Another part of the project was presented at
a conference in Belguim by a colleague from
W~shington State University. This part has ap-
peared as a chapter in the book, Effects of
Stress on Photosynthesis under the heading,
"Chloroplast Development and Photosyn-
thesis in Echinochloa (Barnyard Grass) and
Rice: Oxygenand Flooding Stress.
Vander Zee will continue his research this
summer at Oordt under a grant from the
ResearchCorporation. The grant will also sup-
port two undergraduate student assistants.
In late October, Edward Lotterman and
Henry DeVries participated in the Sixth Annual
Third World, Studies Conference in Omaha,
Nebraska. The conference was organized by
the University of Nebraska in Omaha, which
has....a large international studies program.
Lotterman submitted three papers to the
conference, all of which were accepted; the
papers were titled Border Conflicts in Latin
America: Historical Roots and Policy Im-
plications; Livestock and International
Agricultural Development: Time for a New Per·
spective; and Farming Systems Research: A
New Approach to Developing Appropriate
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